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About This Content

Defeat your rivals in the frozen terrain of Ultimum Chasma, navigate the winding passes of Margaritifer Sinus, cross the
trenches of Cerberus Fossae, and more! This map pack adds over 30 new maps to Skirmish and Multiplayer games. Designed by

a planetary geologist, these maps model the actual Martian surface in each of the red planet’s regions and will add plenty of
depth to your Offworld experience.
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Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
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Mohawk Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Offworld Trading Company
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo / 2.0 GHz AMD Athlon X2 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT / ATI Radeon HD 3870 / Intel HD Graphics 4600

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card:

English,German,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,French,Polish
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Absolute garbage of a game.

There is no options menu, there is barely any user interface, the graphics look horrendus, and there is no strategy. All you can
control is the movement of ships. Nothing else. You control the lead ship in a column of other ships, and you try and maneuver
your line of ships into an advantageous point.

That's it.

Ships fire independently of eachother. You cannot order them to focus fire on one specific ship. You cannot make your
columns of ships break and move independently. There is no easy way to keep track of the entire battle.

Don't buy this. Full stop.. no multiplayer servers :(. This game deserves waaaaaay more attention. It's loads of fun, especially the
bosses. Mastering the whole game and hunting down every last achievement should've gotten boring considering how many
times you have to play through the same stuff, but it didn't get boring even a bit. It's that good.. Fun and challenging game, I
don't have VR, but this game is fun even without VR. Recommended!. I don't know how I feel about this game to be honest. I'm
'torn', pun intended.

The games premise itself Is perfectly fine and held my interest from beginning to end; solving puzzles from room to room. It did
get monotonous at times, but it wasn't too bad, and I enjoyed it for the most part.

The story though is where I kind of felt let down. I'll try not to spoil it but things might slip through the cracks. The beginning of
the game gives you a sense of awe and wonder as you discover a strange house in the woods. The whole feel of the game from
then on is magical and amazing as you explore more of the house and help some old scientist recover his lost memories. Each
completed room makes you want to move on to the next one to uncover more secrets about the house and the scientist who lived
there. Even the music itself is mysterious and matched the general mood of the game nicely.

Then the ending comes, and everything wonderful and magical and amazing about the game is brutally stomped on by a VERY
real, heavy, and out of nowhere twist ending that left me staring at the scrolling credits thinking "what? What was that?". It was
so jarring and out of place for the mysterious mood that the game began with and held for the majority of its duration.

I honestly expected some final showdown with a mad scientist, using the tools and puzzle soving methods you learned in each
room. Instead I was treated to what amounts to a lengthy cutscene that actually kind of annoyed me.

I reccommend the game for its price and because it entertained me for 5 hours as a puzzle game. But as I appreciate stories over
gameplay, I felt let down.. Wait for a sale to buy this, it has the same loco sounds as the Kuju ES44AC, ditch lights don't flash,
and, wonky physics.. I love this game. Do yourself a favor, and eschew the third-person view for the more "simulator"
experience in first-person. Otherwise, I can see why a lot of people said "meh". It's too easy in 3p, and ruins the idea of piloting
a robot.. Awful, i wanted my money back. It is like the game isnt finished,how steam could promote this is beyond me.. pretty
good game. First and foremost I don't care that I lose. I play chess recklessly and without a strategy so losing isn't a big deal but
the movement of the queen is kind of stupid because when the queen moves to the corner of the rook they will switch places and
I'm pretty sure you can't do that because I was unable to do. Overall the games pretty solid and I enjoy it.
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This is unlike any other game or visual novel that I've come across and this is why you should play it. The way that the art and
music combine with the narrative is intensely creepy and there are many touches to it that make it magical to play through. I
really admire the design team for their risk-taking in creating something so unique and the result is a really interesting and
polished product. The ending is a bit of a shocker\/controversial and one that sticks in your head for a while! I'd be really
interested to see what these guys release next!

. This is a poorly designed grindfest. The vast majority of your collisions will be unavoidable, regardless of your reaction time.
The vehicles all operate the same way. I feel sorry for anyone that grinds out the coins without getting the needed score.. The
initial 40 tracks of music have not changed since Feb 13, 2014. This is a "period karoke"game - and a very limited one at that.

It's a good Karaoke game that I've played with friends on other accounts, but the absence of DLC to expand the musical
offerings is the worst part about this game. There's no new content to keep you coming back after one or two play-throughs. The
developers must have learned after-the-fact how difficult the music industry is to work with. There's nothing easy about
maintaining a game like this for its fan base when one needs to deal with a recording industry that hasn't been solvent since the
days of Napster.. I wanted to like this since I'm a cyberpunk fan and the soundtrack and aesthetics were hitting all the right
notes. However, this thing has been a configuration nightmare. First of all, it doesn't recognize the steam controller, or at least I
couldn't get it to. It would recognize my Logitech F710 on my laptop, but not my desktop for whatever reason, but it's button
mapping is all funky and does not allow transparent customization (ie X controller button is A in game, etc).

Finally I broke down and attempted to use the keyboard, which is bad enough as it is for this type of game, but as soon as I died
trying to get used to it, the configuration I customized reset to the defaults and I just decided to give up. Real shame because it
looked fun and full of cyberpunk, but, after 45 mins of focused effort I still haven't gotten it working right and I have to shelve
it.. Hi,

I just downloaded the game.
It does not start. I mean in Task Manager it works, but nothing is displayed.

So I do not recommend the game that does not work.

Actually I very liked the game many years ago.
It is a pity it cannot work on my Windows 10 (I tried to run it in compatibility mode with older Windows versions),
. I am posting this review as a warning to potential buyers - this game is broken. Level 57 will not complete. You can see other
users complaining of the same in the discussion thread.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME
Cool idea, has potential, but it's unfinished and abandoned.

Normally I hate writing reviews on games no matter what but here I go.

First time I saw this game, It reminded me of Overgrowth. Waited for a sale and bought it for 90% off. I bought the game along
with a few other games and forgot to play it. 4 or so months later, the game hadn't received any updates since I bought it.
Decided to give it a try.

Checked out the server list, It was empty even thought it was the active hours for europeans. Created my own server, dropped
me near a beach with no tutorials or anything that points you towards what is going on or what you're supposed to do. Walked a
few minutes towards a town, view distance and grass density really hurts your eyes after few steps, found out there is an
inventory and I have an axe and a pickaxe, got closer to town, skeletons, seems like I can take a few of them down, can't seem to
attack with left click, apparently you have to draw your tool\/weapon first, ended up dying after my first swing because the
game doesn't let you move while attacking. Waiting for respawn, awkwardly watching skeletons, for some reason you need to
press escape and click respawn to respawn, could have told me that before i waited 30 seconds for a respawn. Chopped some
wood, can't move while chopping wood, mined some stone and ores, can't move while mining. Ores seem to generate once per
stone pile, so you have to walk for a minute just to get to another ore vein. And you need a lot of ores to get the iron armor.
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After wasting about 20 minutes doing this I gave up on this game and decided to not come back until the developer announced
he is not dead.

Yes, many of you will think 20 minutes is not enough to judge a game but I do not think I can spend another minute in a game
that is really painful to play and completely empty multiplayer game.. Impenetrable, nonsensical and poorly designed, the
interesting concept is not nearly enough to justify the price of this game. The UI is shoddy to a point that approaches
unusablility, basic actions require physically finding poorly defined spots in the city and clicking on unreasonable small and
close together options with no immediate apparent option for keyboard control.

You're rewarded by being punished for every action you take. I've started 3 games and each hits a point very shortly in where no
matter what I do every campaign is a loser, where even if it makes some cash the company is unhappy with the results and pings
my reputation. Why are they unhappy? What went wrong? What can I dod different? When you're gemplay to start consists of 2
advertising options and maybe 2 dozen buildings to advertise on, it should be pretty hard to screw up, not impossible to get
anywhere.

Avoid at all costs.. This game looked cool from the screenshots. Broken camera, terrible physics. Absolutely horrible music.
The 3D models are generic and the gameplay has no point. It also claims in the steam icon to be 'the world's most cpu dependent
game'. Completely untrue and irrelevant. This is shovelware. It's just kind of upsetting that there are actually enough 'positive'
ratings to say that it isn't terrible.

When you first start up the game you have two options. >Start game, and > . The second option pops up a dialog that says
'missing executable.' The first brings up the window "Fall Setting Dialog" that has very broken english. "Self Collapse(May
become the cause that very slow)" and "keep the fps forcibly(May become the cause that looks poor)". The music in the main
title sequence sounds like it came straight out of a 90's romantic sitcom. When you start playing one of the three game modes,
you jump and fall down an endless tunnel, occasionally hitting things. The controls only give you some small command over
your character, but not enough to be meaningful.

Terrible game. Really really dissapointed.. 8/10
Olen sairas.
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